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SHIFT BASIC SEQUENCES IN THE WIENER DISC ALGEBRA

J. R. HOLUB

Abstract. Let W(D) denote the set of functions f(z) = 2™=0a„z" for which

2^f=01 a„ | < +00. It is shown that for any positive integer k the A-shifted sequence

{zkn /(z)}™=() is a basic sequence in W(D) equivalent to the basis {r"}™=o if and

only if/(z) has no set of k symmetrically distributed zeros on the circle |z|= I.

1. Introduction. A sequence {xn}™=0 in a Banach space X is said to be a basis for X

if every x E X can be written uniquely as a convergent series x = 1™=0anxn. The

sequence {.*„}"= o is called a basic sequence [4, p. 27] if it forms a basis for its closed

linear span in X. If {xn}™=0 is a basis for X and {yn}„°=o a basis for Y, we say

ixn}n°=o ancl {yn}n°=o are equivalent if the operator T: X -> T defined by Tx,, = _yn is a

linear homeomorphism, i.e. if 2^=0anxn converges in X if and only if ^=Qa„y„

converges in Y [4, p. 70].

Let W(D)denote the Wiener disc algebra of all analytic functions f(z) — 2^=0a„z"

for which 2^=01 a„ \ < + oo. Defining the norm on W(D) by II / II = I%0 \ a„ | and

multiplication as that of analytic functions, W(D) is a Banach algebra with identity

1 which is isometrically isomorphic to the (complex) sequence space /' under the

mapping 2^=0a„z" «-> {an}™=0. It follows that the sequence (z"}J°=0 is a basis for

W(D) which is equivalent to the unit vector basis {e„}„°=0 for /' and which is

referred to as the standard basis for W(D).

Now this basis {z"}^=0 is simply the set of successive shifts {1, z ■ \,...,z"■ 1,...}

of the function 1 E W(D). Thus a very natural and interesting problem which arises

is that of determining the basis behavior of more general shift sequences in W(D),

and particularly that of distinguishing those equivalent to the standard basis

{z"}^=0. In its greatest generality this latter problem can be stated as follows:

Given a function f(z) in W(D) and a positive integer k, when is the "k-shifted"

sequence (z/t"-/(z)}^°=0 a basic sequence in W(D) equivalent to the standard basis

{*"}?=0?

The purpose of this paper is to provide a complete solution to the problem. In §2

it is shown that the sequence {z*"-/(z)}"=0 is basic in W(D) and equivalent to

{z"}™=o if and only if f(z) has no set of k zeros on the circle \z |= 1 which are

"symmetrically distributed", i.e. if 2f=1 \f(u'z)\¥= 0 for all z, where to is a primitive

k th root of 1. The solution to the general problem of characterizing those functions

f(z) for which [zkn ■ /(z)}"=0 is some basic sequence in W(D) (not necessarily
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equivalent to {z"}^=0) is considerably more difficult even when k = I, and is known

at this time only in special cases, e.g., when/(z) is a polynomial. We briefly discuss

the problems and possibilities inherent in this general case in §3.

Finally, we note that problems of this type concerning the description of 1-shifted

sequences which form bases for function spaces other than W(D) have been

extensively studied (see, e.g., [1] and its bibliography). In the space W(D) itself it

was shown earlier [2] that all shift bases for W(D) are equivalent to (z"}^=0. Hence

the present paper forms the natural completion to this aspect of the study of shift

sequences in W(D).

2. Main results. In this section we characterize those functions/(z) for which a

shift sequence of the form [zk" -/(z)}"=0 in W(D) is a basic sequence equivalent to

{¿"},T=o- In particular we give such a characterization in terms of the location of

zeros of/(z) on the unit circle \z\= 1, thereby linking the function-theoretic

properties of f(z) to the basic structure of W(D).

Theorem. Let f(z) be a nonzero function in W(D) and k a positive integer. Then the

sequence {zkn -/(z)}"=0 is a basic sequence in W(D) equivalent to (z"}^°=0 if and only

if 2f= 11 /( w'z ) | ¥= 0 for all \ z | = 1, where w is a primitive kth root of unity.

I.e. [zkn -/(z)}"=0 is equivalent to {z"}^=0 if and only iff(z) does not have k zeros

which are "symmetrically distributed" around the circle \z\= 1.

Proof. In the interest of simplicity of notation we prove the theorem for the case

k — 2, then indicate the straightforward adaptation of the argument to all other

values of k. Thus we will characterize the equivalence of a sequence of the form

{z2"-/(z)}-=0to{zX=0.

Since/(z) z 0 we may suppose/(z) has the form/(z) = 1 + axz + a2z2 + ■ ■ ■.

If {z"}^=0 denotes the usual basis for W(D) then the linear operator T: W(D) ->

W(D) defined by T(z") = z2"-f(z), n = 0,1,2,..., is continuous since

sup„||T(z")|| = ll/(z)|| < +00. It follows that the sequence (z2"-/(z)}^=0 is a basic

sequence in W(D) equivalent to (z"}"=0 if and only if there is an e > 0 for which

IIT(g(z))|| 3= e for all g(z) in W(D) with l]g(z)|| = 1.

If we define fx(z) = 2^=0a2„z" and f2(z) = 2™=0a2n+xz", then clearly for any

g(z) in W(D) we have

T(g(z)) = g(z2)-f(z) = g(z2)fx(z2) + z-g(z2)f2(z2).

It follows that

||Tg(z)|| = ||g(z2)-/,(z2)||+|M22)/2(z2)|h||g(z)-/1(z)|| + ||g(z)-/2(z)||,

and by our comments above we have: The sequence (z2n ■ f(z)}™=0 is a basic sequence

in W(D) equivalent to (z"}^=0 ;/ and only if there is an e > 0 such that II g(z) -fx(z)\\

+ \\g(z)-f2(z)\\>eforallg(z)in W(D)with \\g(z)\\ = 1.

Thus we need only show that the assumptions of the theorem imply this last holds.

Suppose, then, that the condition of the theorem is satisfied for k — 2, i.e.

\f(z) | +|/(-z) |# 0 for every \z\= Lit follows that \fx(z) \ +|/2(z) \¥= 0 for every
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0, let w = zl/2 so that 11

• = (l + a2z + a4z2 +

(1 a,z a0z

= 1 and

) + w(ax

) - w(ax a^z )

\z\= I, since iffx(z)=f2(z)-

f(w) = I + axw + a2w2 + ■

= /,(z) + w/2(z)=0,

while

f(-w) = 1 — axw + axw2 — ■

= /,(¿)-w/2(z)=0,

a contradiction to our assumption.

Now let A denote the Banach algebra of all functions f(0) on [0,277] whose

Fourier series is of the form f(0) = 2™=_x ane~'"e, where 2°°^ |an |< + oo, and for

which || f(ê)\\ = 2!°«, | an | (see, e.g., [3, p. 195]). Clearly we may identify W(D) with

the subspace of A consisting of those functions/(6) = 2^ ane~'"e for which an = 0

for n < 0.

Regarding/, and/2 as functions in A, by the above we have that/, and/2 have no

common zero on [0,27r]. Since the proper maximal ideals in A axe sets of the form

{h E A | h(t0) - 0} for some t0 E [0,2m\ [3, p. 195], it follows that/, and/2 are not

both contained in any proper maximal ideal of A and, hence, that the ideal in A

generated by/, and/2 must be^l itself. In particular, there exist functions/) and q in

A for whichp •/, + q-f2— 1.

Now suppose it is not true that there exists an e > 0 such that II g(z)|| = 1 implies

||/,(z)-g(z)|| + ll/2(z)-g(z)|| > e. Then there exists a sequence [gn(z)} in W(D)

for which ||g„(z)|| = 1 for all n, but llg„(z)-/,(z)|| -0 and \\ g„(z) ■ f2(z)\\ - 0.

Regarding {g„)„°=x as a set of functions in A (as above) and noting that multiplica-

tion is continuous on A, we then have

i = gn(pf) + qh)=p(gnh) + q(sJi),

oo since \%nf\ 0 and llg„/2ll -0. But this

1 for all n; hence it must be that for some e > 0,

e   whenever    II g(z )|| =  1,   and    the   sequence

gn =

where this last goes to zero as n

contradicts the fact that HgJI =

||/,(z)g(z)||  +  || f2(z)g(z)

[z2n -/(z)}^=0 is basic and equivalent to {z").

Conversely, suppose |/(z0) + |/(-z0)|=0 for some |z0|= 1. Then for every

n = 1,2,... let wn(z) and vn(z) be polynomials for which || /,(z) — w„(z)l| < 1/4«,

||/2(z) - u„(z)|| < 1/4«, and wn(z0) = vn(z0) = 0, so that w„(z) = (z - z0)q„(z)

and vn(z) — (z — z0)tn(z) for some polynomials qn(z) and tn(z). If r is any positive

integer then

(z - z0)-
1

(r+l)

hence, by the above,

1

1 +—z +
1

+ ■
1 1

(r+ l)\z

1

"„(*)■
(r+l)

1 +—z + + -rz'

1Á&
(r+l) (r+l)

hn(z]
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For every « let rn be an integer for which 2(rn+x)~

r > r„.

\qn(z)\\ < 1/4«. Then whenever

w„(z)-

Now for every integer r '-.

PAZ)

1

(r+l)
1 +

1
+ <

4«

1 define the polynomial

1
1 +—z +

Zfl(r+l) y *o

so that II pr(z)\\ — 1 for all r and, hence, for which

+

\\(fx(z)-wn(z))pr(z)\\<

(by definition of wn(z)). It follows that

,(z)-w„(z)|H|^(z)||<l/4«

\Uz)pr(z)\\<~+\\wn(z)pr(z)\\<^ +
J_
2«4« " "v /rrV /H 4« 4«

An identical argument applied to the polynomials v„(z) = (z — z0)t„(z) shows

that for every « there is an integer sn such that if r is any integer > s„, then one also

has \\ f2(z)pr(z)\\ < 1/2«. If for every « = 1,2,... we set in = ma\{rn, sn}, then it

follows that \\fx(z)p¡(_z)\\ < 1/2« and \\fx(z)p^z)\\ < 1/2« for all «. Hence the

sequence [xn(z)}™:=xW(D), defined by

satisfies Ilx„(z)|

II Tx

<„(*)

1 and

1

i. + 1
1+1,+

Zn
+ ■

1

'■/(*)}r=c

||/,(z)A.n(z)|| + |/2(z)/7,n(z)||< 1/2« + 1/2« = 1/«

for all «. That is, Tis not bounded below on W(D), and the sequence {z2n

is not equivalent to {z"}^=0 in W(D).

The proof of the theorem for k > 2 is entirely analogous. The condition that

2f=1 |/(w'(z)) |^ 0 for all |z|= 1 can easily be shown to be equivalent to the

statement that the k functions

1 + akz + a2k<

h(z) = ax +ak+xz + a2k+i z2 +

A(z) h-i +a2k- ,z +

have no common zero on the circle \z\~ 1. Then using the obvious "/c-fold"

analogue of the argument given above for the case k = 2, this last condition is

shown to be equivalent to the assertion that the operator T: W(D) -» W(D), defined

by Tz" = zk" -f(z) for all «, is bounded below on W(D), or, what is the same, that

[zkn ■/(z))^°=0 is a basic sequence in W(D) equivalent to {z"}^°=0.

Finally, the case k — 1 can be treated even more simply. Here the condition

f(z) ¥= 0 for all | z | = 1 is equivalent (by the Wiener-Levy Theorem [3, p. 196]) to the

statement that/"'(z) E A, and this latter is easily shown to be equivalent to the fact

that T: W(D) -> W(D), defined by T(z") = z"f(z), is bounded below on /'.
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3. Remarks. The theorem given in §2 provides a complete function-theoretic

description of the shift basic sequences in W(D) which are equivalent to {z"}^=0. In

view of this result it is natural to conjecture that arbitrary shift basic sequences in

W(D) axe also characterized by properties of the zeros of their generating functions

on the circle \z\= 1. Further evidence to support this conjecture is provided by our

earlier paper [2], where it is shown that in the case where/(z) is a polynomial and

k — 1 the 1-shifted sequence [z" -/(z)}"=0 is a basic sequence in W(D) if and only if

the zeros of f(z) on the circle |z|= 1 are all simple. As the nature of this result

suggests, the treatment of the general case where/(z) is arbitrary, even when k = I,

is not immediate. Using the observations about /c-shifted sequences made in §2,

together with the techniques of [2], one can give a characterization of the basicity of

A:-shifted sequences {zkn •/(z)}^°=0 when/(z) is a polynomial. This and other related

results concerning shift sequences will be given in a forthcoming paper.
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